Meeting Summary

Committee Chair: Danielle Heller
Committee Members present: Sandra Minton, Lisa Morgan, Katie Reynolds-Sandstrom, William Starn, Leslie Williams

AM Focus:
- Large group discussion of overall revision timeline; introduction of horizontal alignment tool and Proposed Changes & Justification document; along with a discussion of specific elements of the right side of the standards document
- Committee splits into grade band (K-12) groups and reviews work completed on left side of standards document since the May 19-20 meeting
- Committee works on edits of the Prepared Graduate Competencies (PGCs), comes to consensus on the changes made
- Grand band groups (PK-12) share work on Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) and Evidence Outcomes (EOs) with other grade level groups.

PM Focus:
- Continue work on GLE and EO edits
- Begin to fill out horizontal alignment tool
- Begin filling out Proposed Changes & Justification document
- Assign homework for the summer
- Determine specific date for September meeting (September 22, 2017)

September Meeting Next Steps
For the next meeting of the dance committee on September 22, committee members will:
- Bring proposed ideas for the right side of the standards document
- Final consensus on all proposed changes for the left side of the standards document
- Finalize all Proposed Changes & Justification document for public comment